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RELEASE INFORMATION 
 
Date: 8th of November 2013 
 
Contact:  
Kaleigh Tirone Nunes  
+351 914 203 004 
kaleigh@sinnentertainment.com 
 
Artist: Bis Boys Please 
Title: The Untitled Satisfaction 
Format: Digital 
Release Date: 15th of November 2013 
File Under:  Deep House 
 
London, UK, 8th of November 2013 – sinnmusik* bring back the auspicious label 
favourites ‘Bis Boys Please’ for ‘The Untitled Satisfaction’.  
Due for release on 15th November, the package is hefty collection of forthright House and 
Electro forged with peak-time crowds in mind. 
 
Listen: https://soundcloud.com/sinnmusik-1/sets/sm009 
 
The instrumental mix of ‘Lights’ carries a tangible crunch at the outset as it builds towards 
a capacious detuned synth-line. More effective bass tones punch in alongside additive hats 
and claps in the closer of a functional set of club tools. 
 
‘Move Me’ gambols in with infectious organ tones riding alongside a forceful spearing bass 
pattern. Hypnotic vocals are chopped and repeated building energy that sits it comfortably 
on a brimful dancefloor. 
 
 ‘Satisfaction’ keeps the pace up with panned hats and claps building towards another 
arresting bass-line. Vocal chops and palpable synth stabs climb together ahead of a roaring 
side-chained stomp. 

 
The ‘Acid Dub Version’ of Move Me drives a muscular bass growl under delayed organ 
stabs as it moves through stuttered congas and palpable acid lines. Tension peaks with 
some warming synthesis at the apex of a hand-raising floor-filler. 
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First Reactions: 
 
Hot Since 82 
“move me acid for me,... sick” 
 
Kiki 
“Will try "Satisfaction".” 
 
Shadow Child 
“acid version is cool..” 
 
RIVA STARR 
“Quality th±!” 
 
Bobby Bucys 
“nicebuild up nice track” 
 
dMIT.RY 
“Move Me is a hit!” 
 
Michael Leuffen 
“acid dub is nice” 
 
Matthias Kammel 
“Very cool, love the deep vibes on Move Me” 
 
Colin Perkins 
“Move Me is the one” 
 
Laurent N. 
“A cool house release. Stuff & sounds are nice. Will play & FULL SUPPORT.” 
 
Corporal F 
“Yeah these are wicked! Feeling Move Me !” 
 
Neil Quigley 
“Lights is great, full support.” 
 
Alex Ruder 
“solid joints. dig the ACIDDDDD” 
 
Marcus Holder 
“I'm a big fan of 'Move Me' in particular” 
 
Michael Stukes 
“NICE beats on this pkg....” 
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Liar 
“eliphino vibes!” 
 
Paul 
“BIG tunes!!!” 
 
mindestens 
“Move me i like....” 
 
Nick Davies 
“Love this . Perfect for the Into the Dark-side part of my show.” 
 
Banon 
“Great Work!! Thanks!!” 
 
Nidal Al-Juzi 
“this one's great. solid, well-rounded release. Two originals are my favourites by a long 
way, deciding between them is tricky!” 
 
Matthias Kammel 
“I want to hear this at a rooftop party while the sun is raising.” 
 
tmi 
“Feelin the bassline! Nice one!” 
 
Kiko Martínez 
“EXCELLLENT” 
 
jose antonio sepulveda lastreto 
“i like! full support in www.samplermagazine.com” 
 
mike t 
“great ep! thanks” 
 
Forget Me Not 
“Nice release. Particularly like Lights.” 
 
Andrew Grant 
“Lights instrumental is dope and deep!!!” 
 
Advokkat 
“Nice package. Each track is nice. Thanks” 
 
Beta Boy 
“Lights is already in my heart. Excellent work here.” 
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Alexander Parade 
“This is great, thanks for sending” 
 
Tunde Adams (Dj Caspa) 
“love the move me track, catchy little vocal and warm sounds, lovely :))))” 
 
Tony O'Leary 
“This is a quality release! Really hard to pick a favourite as they're all brilliant, but Move Me 
sounds wicked on first listen :) Thanks” 
 
Bart van Rijn 
“Many thanx for sending! Grtzz, Bart van Rijn” 
 
Philippe AUTUORI 
“Move Me Acid Dub is really massive. I am loving' it!” 
 
 


